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Third 2012 CCM was held on the 8 of December.
The major topic of discussion was the
organization of the next European Nuclear Young
Generation Forum (ENYGF). The Forum will take
th
th
place between the 16 and the 20 of June in
Stockholm, Sweden. After the success of the WiN
workshop this summer in the International Young
Nuclear Congress (IYNC), WiN was again invited
to stage this experience during this forum. Please
let me know if you are interested in contributing or
participating.

HEADLINES
“Wishing you Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year”
WiN Europe report on page 2

ENC Career Event
For the first time, ENS, in collaboration with WiN
Europe, ENS-YG and the Nuclear Institute (UK
Nuclear Society) organized a career event. Eight
companies responded to present themselves and
interview more than 100 participants from all over
Europe with between none to over 10 years of
experience. WiN Europe held a CV check
workshop that was very popular. Indeed the
participants were eager for advice on how to write
their resumé and to present themselves in front of
recruiters. We had a great feedback from the
participants who appreciated the opportunity to
practice before their interview. ENS asked WiN
Europe to renew and develop this workshop in
future conferences.

WHAT’S NEW?
2013 WiN Congress in South Africa is planned
to take place between 5 and 11 October 2013.

THE WORLD OF WiN
WiN Europe
WiN Europe report on ENC
The European Nuclear Society organizes every 2
years a major nuclear conference called ENC
(European Nuclear Conference). The 2012 edition
th
took place in Manchester between the 9 and the
th
12 of December. WiN Europe was very involved
in the preparation as a member of the programme
committee. This conference was also an
opportunity to strengthen our links with the
European Young Generation Network (ENS-YG)
as we co-organized 2 workshops.

Knowledge Transfer
WiN Europe was involve in 3 distinct events.
Anne-Marie Birac from WiN France made a
presentation on knowledge transfer in the ENSYG workshop. This topic is always very popular as
not only the industry, but also universities are
doing a continuous job on how to efficiently
transfer the knowledge to respond to widening of

ENYGF
WiN Europe has been a partner of the ENS-YG
since 2011. In agreement, a WiN representative is
invited to participate to the Board meetings (called
Core Committee Meeting – CCM) that take place
3 times per year and present a country report. The
lssue 34, 3/2012(December)
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evident. It resulted into the final score – minimal
difference in the number of points in the final
results of the teams.
The event which is one of the focal points in the
annual activity of WiN-Bulgaria was attended by
the Executive and Deputy Executive Directors of
Kozloduy NPP, representatives of the Directorate
General Fire safety and Civil Protection which is
the specialized national structural unit at the
Ministry of Interior, Bulgaria, From the Bulgarian
Nuclear Regulatory Authority and from the
companies that sponsored the event.
The young participants in the team competition
and the ones from the individual competitions
received numerous awards and prizes. The most
exciting for them was the visit to the Professional
training Centre on Fire Safety and Civil Protection
in the town of Montana. This centre is one of the
three in the world licensed for such activities in
accordance with the NATO criteria.
In her interview for the news website
www.kozloduy-bg.info Ms. Radka Ivanova – the
president of WiN –Bulgaria said:
“I am satisfied that the kids demonstrated skills
and knowledge and I am pleased of what we –
the women in nuclear from Kozloduy, Belene and
Sofia managed to organize so well. We wanted
to find and attract more sponsors and I think we
succeeded to provide extremely useful presents
both for the kids and for the schools. We have
been discussing this theme since the events in
Japan. This year after the earthquakes, flooding
and even terrorist attack which happened in
Bulgaria we decided to extend the scope and this
is how we came to that theme.
I believe that this is the way in which we will be
able to help young people in their strive for more
knowledge. All the presentations prepared for this
event will be delivered by the participants in their
schools and classes because you know that such
training has already been introduced at schools
and this is the contribution of WiN-Bulgaria for
having the appropriate materials (information
agreed with the corresponding institutions) for
emergency preparedness at the schools. Here I
would like to extend my thanks to all who assisted
us –the Ministry of education, The Fire Safety
Protection Department, the Directorate General

the generation Gap. WiN activities, all over the
world, through mentoring of young women for
example is contributing to reduce this gap.
At the same time, Sophie Prévot was co-chairing
the Civil Society panel. It contributes to reinforce
the role of WiN in public acceptance,
communication and transparency.
WiN workshop
Anne-Marie also chaired the WiN Europe
workshop. We had decided to tackle the very
technical subject not often presented: “Nuclear
installation safety –research laboratories and
radioisotope production facilities: lessons learned
from Fukushima”. We had four speakers from the
French Atomic Energy Commission and the
Belgian Nuclear Research Centre. This workshop
demonstrated that we should not forget that WiN
members are experts in very technical fields and
should be more represented in conferences.

WiN Bulgaria
WIN – BULGARIA – CONTRIBUTION TO THE
PREPAREDNESS
FOR
RESPONSE
TO
EMERGENCY SITUATIONS
th

On 29 November WiN-Bulgaria organized the
eight thematic evening – a competition for high
school students.
The event was attended by a record number of
participants in 6 teams – three from Kozloduy, and
one from Belene, one from Sofia and one from
Montana. For more than two hours the
overcrowded hall of the House of Culture in the
town of Kozloduy the young people demonstrated
knowledge and practical skills on the subject
„Preparedness and protection of population in
accidents and emergencies”. In the four rounds of
the competition the students told what their
responses had to be in case of flooding,
earthquake, terrorism, radiological accident, fire
and nuclear accident and demonstrated how an
emergency protection kit is used and first aid skills.
During the competition the preparedness of the
young people and their responsible attitude to the
potential hazard of emergency situations was
lssue 34, 3/2012(December)
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Fire Safety and Civil Protection, Kozloduy NPP for
the materials which were useful for the students to
develop their presentations. Thank you all for your
commitment!”

Participation of WiN-Bulgaria in the Bulgarian
Nuclear Society conference Nuclear Energy
for the people
WiN-Bulgaria and charity
The Bulgarian Nuclear Society conducted its
annual conference with international participation
from 10 to 13 October 2012 in the town of Hisarya.
For the first time we had the opportunity to
present our history, aims and objectives, and the
organization of our activities, our priorities and
future commitments.
The delegates at the conference made an
overview of the events organized recently for the
students. All reports focused the attention of the
audience and new WiNners were attracted for our
activities.
Within the conference a round table was

WiN-Bulgaria organized a charity event to support
needy people in the municipality of Kozloduy. It
was aimed at collecting warm clothes and shoes
and packed durable foodstuffs. We would like to
extend our thanks to all the people who
responded to our call and special thanks to the
management of Kozloduy NPP for their
cooperation and commitment for this timely and
noble activity!

lssue 34, 3/2012(December)
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organized and conducted by WiN_Bulgaria in
order to discuss the referendum for the
construction of the second nuclear power plant in
Belene. Mrs Radka Ivanova presented the
position of WiN-Bulgaria and reminded that along
with the Bulgarian Nuclear Society and BULATOM
we have signed a letter to protect the Belene
Project and the future development of the
Bulgarian Nuclear Energy.

presenters and to spend an entire day focusing on
their own professional development and career
planning, something we don’t always take the time
to do,” said Cheryl Cottrill, Executive Director of
WiN-Canada. “The added bonus was the
opportunity to network with members from
different areas of nuclear, from regions across
Canada,” said Cheryl.
The Wednesday night reception, held at
Kincardine’s historic Paddy Walker House,
showcased, “A Taste of Bruce” showing off our
local flavours and history.
Keynote speaker,
Cathy Sprague, EVP Human Resources, Bruce
Power, shared her career journey through
personal stories and encouraged the delegates to
take charge of their own career plan.
Duncan Hawthorne, President and CEO of Bruce
Power provided welcoming remarks on Thursday
morning to open the full-day plenary session,
talking about the future of the Canadian nuclear
industry and the important role that WiNners have
to educate the public about the positive
contribution nuclear makes to Canada’s society.
Each of the six chapter chairs presented their
greatest accomplishment in the past year, which
was followed up by a session on how to use
LinkedIn effectively for your career development
and a technical session on how the NWMO is
working to safely store our used fuel. The
delegates were then taken through an exercise to
discover their own personality DNA and determine
how to best work with different personalities in the
workplace.
After lunch, the delegates attended three
concurrent breakout sessions all around the
theme of professional development. A second
technical session on nuclear medicine was then
presented by Energy Solutions Canada, which
looked at different nuclear medicine applications.
The keynote was provided by Amber MacArthur,
hailed by Canadian Business Magazine as
Canada’s top social media expert. Amber took the
delegates through the art of personal branding
and provided seven steps to help you master your
own digital personal brand using a variety of free
on-line tools.
WiNners ended their day with Canada’s Queen of
Networking, Donna Messer, at the closing

WiN Canada
WiNspire the Future…
WiNners from across Canada arrived in
Kincardine, Ontario, October 24 to 26, for Women
th
in Nuclear (WiN)-Canada’s 9 Annual Conference.
WiN-Bruce hosted 175 delegates from 42
companies across the Canadian nuclear industry.
The theme, WiNspire the Future, Re-energize
your personal goals and career development, took
the delegates through three days of networking,
professional development, technical sessions and
tours.
“The conference provided a wonderful opportunity
for members to be inspired and motivated by the
lssue 34, 3/2012(December)
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reception at the Best Western Governors Inn.
Donna’s very interactive presentation showed the
importance of connecting with people and how
those connections will help further your career.
Friday morning, delegates travelled to the Bruce
site and were matched up with WiN members who
led technical tours of Bruce A & B, Western Waste
Management Facility & Core Storage Facility and
the new Emergency Management Centre at the
Visitors’ Centre & a site tour.
Laura Machan, a WiN-Canada member, noted, "I
thought the conference really was the best one
yet. It was a great blend of technical, busines
s and personal information and the day went b
y in a flash."
WiNners left the conference with lots of practical
information to ‘WiNspire’ their future and who are
now destined to go out and achieve greatness in
the nuclear industry.

Chair. Cheryl had a key role in the organizing
committee for the 2006 WiN-Global conference,
which was hosted by WiN-Canada and the
organizing team for this year’s conference hosted
by WiN-Bruce. Cheryl is always generous with
her time and has demonstrated a strong
commitment to supporting the role of women in
the industry. She is an inspirational advocate for
WiN-Canada, always willing to talk to potential
members about the positive benefits of joining
WiN and garnering support from the industry to
secure WiN’s success.

Cheryl McCulloch (centre) receives award from
WiN-Canada's, Cheryl Cottrill, Executive Director
(left) and Colleen Sidford, President (right)
NU Hill Day

Cheryl
McCulloch
Leadership Award:

wins

Sharing personal stories about work experience in
the industry, was the directive for NU Hill Day held
on Monday, October 1. Thirty-six passionate
Women in Nuclear (WiN) – Canada and North
American Young Generation Nuclear (NAYGN)
members converged on Parliament Hill, in our
nation’s captial, to share stories about what they
do in the industry with Members of Parliament and
Parliamentary staff.
“This was a great way to put a fresh face on the
nuclear industry,” said Cheryl Cottrill, Executive
Director of WiN-Canada. “It was inspiring to see
the industry’s youth and women talking with
passion about their role in the industry and
providing reassurance around safety, waste
storage and predicting a bright future for the
nuclear industry.”
The event was organized by the Canadian
Nuclear Association (CNA) and included a

WiN-Canada

The annual WiN-Canada Leadership Award
recognizes a member who has made an
outstanding leadership contribution to the success
of WiN-Canada.
This year the award was
th
presented
at
WiN-Canada’s
9
Annual
Conference to Cheryl McCulloch of Bruce Power.
Cheryl has been an active member of WiN since
its inception in 2004 and has worked tirelessly
toward the advancement of WiN’s objectives and
ensuring our growth and sustainability.
Cheryl is a founding member of WiN-Canada
serving on the board since 2005. She is also a
founding member of WiN-Bruce, where she
continues to sit on the leadership team as Vicelssue 34, 3/2012(December)
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welcoming reception on Sunday night to network
and go over key messages for the industry.
Monday morning the group met to hear
presentations from lobbyists and a Member of
Parliament, about how work gets done in Ottawa.
Twenty-five meetings were set up with
Parliamentarians and groups of four or five
participants attended meetings throughout the day.
The day closed with a reception hosted by
Canada’s Minister of Labour, the Honourable Lisa
Raitt, which was attended by many MPs and staff.
The participants were all given a warm reception
on the hill and Parliamentarians were anxious to
hear more about the industry. Questions about
safety, Fukushima, the AECL restructuring, future
career opportunities and waste storage were all
addressed with confidence by the participants.

have been adapted for a more global version.
Thus, the English version is now almost ready to
be launched!
However, each set costs approximately one Euro.
We need to order at least 5000 to 10000 sets and
the cost is too high for WiN Europe to support it.
Thus, we would like to give you the opportunity to
pre-order several card games for your own local
chapter or your company. If you are interested,
please contact the WiN Europe General Secretary,
Sophie Prévot at sprevot@onet.fr for more details.

WiNners pose with Canada's Minister of Labour,
The Honourable Lisa Raitt

WiN France

4th FEM’ENERGIA AWARD:
Women of Talent in Nuclear

WIN FRANCE EDUCTIONNAL KIT NOW IN
ENGLISH!

th

For the 4 year, the Fem’Energia Award featured
young women and women who promote gender
development in their commitment for the nuclear
sector.

We have presented to you several times the
Educational Card Game from WiN France, which
was nominated for the 2012 PIME Award (best
communication project in Europe)
This tool has been very successful in schools and
conferences in France and Europe. Many people
have asked us for an English version. The
translation is now done and several cards that
were too specific to the French nuclear sector
lssue 34, 3/2012(December)

Women in Nuclear (WiN) Europe and WiN France
and EDF are convinced that the nuclear jobs are
often wrongly mistaken as “men’s job”. The
nuclear field would benefit by welcoming more
women in its sector. By pointing up remarkable
women since 2009, the Fem’Energia Award
7
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promote the place of women in the nuclear field
by showing the ones who have scientific, technical
and nuclear technology posts. Thus, its goal is to
attract young women and consolidate their choice
of working in nuclear.
This year again, the jury composed of nuclear
experts (technical, training and human resources)
was impressed by the quality of the applicants,
their enthusiasm, their exceptional professional
commitment and their confidence in the future of
their career in nuclear.
Dominique Mouillot and Sara MONGELLI

The women were competing in several categories:
students and Professionals.
"Students"
1. Vocational secondary school students*
2. Graduate students with 2 or 3 years of higher
education
3. Post graduate students with 4 or 5 years and
more of higher education in their final graduation
year
"Professionals"
1. Women working in the nuclear industry in
France
2. Women working in the nuclear industry in
Europe
Women Working in Europe Category

The 3 laureates of the women working in Europe
category receiving their award.

er

1
Prize
Sara Tania MONGELLI
Entreprise : Axpo AG (Switzerland)
Poste : Project Manager – Nuclear Fuel
Department

WiN Germany

2nd Prize
Neruja SRIKANTHARAJAH
Entreprise : Sellafield Ltd. (United Kingdom)
Poste : Chemical Engineer –Magnox Fuel Drying
Project

General Meeting/Election of the Executive
Board
This year’s general meeting took place in Gronau,
Germany, following an invitation from URENCO
Deutschland. Dr Engelbrecht flew in from England
especially for WiN Germany to deliver a lecture.
We were also treated to an interesting insight into
the enrichment of uranium. We would like to take
this opportunity to thank URENCO Deutschland
for a well-organised meeting!
The general meeting, attended by 18 members of
WiN, took place against the backdrop of the

3rd Prize
Joëlle VALLORY
Entreprise : CCFE (United Kingdom)
Poste : Mechanical Engineer – Central
Engineering Department

lssue 34, 3/2012(December)
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WiN Germany Award

upcoming elections for the Executive Board and
the presentation of the WiN Germany Award (see
below).
Upon request, a decision was made to disband
the Working Group on Law and to establish a new
working
group
entitled
‘Networking
and
International Relations’.

Maxi Mummert is this year's winner of the WiN
Germany Award. This award recognises young
people in the scientific and technical sphere,
particularly those working with nuclear technology.
We award this prize to young people who have
conducted research in a field related to nuclear
technology, nuclear medicine and other nuclear
sciences and produced important findings. The
award winner must work in Germany or be a
German citizen working abroad.

The Executive Board now consists of the
following:
President/spokeswoman: Jutta Jené
Sponsoring agent: Yvonne Broy
Working Group on Networking and International
Relations: Beate Scheffler
Working Group on Fairs & Conferences: Karin
Reiche
Working Group on Communication: Sabine UlmerBierlink
Working Group on Education & Training: Birgit
Felgenhauer
Working Group on the Internet: Maxi Mummert

We would like to thank our first president Beate
Scheffler for her dedication in getting WiN
Germany off the ground. We are delighted that
she will now continue to serve WiN as head of the
newly established working group on ‘Networking
and International Relations’. We would also like to
take this opportunity to thank Katrin Trage and
Christiane Nowotzki for their outstanding
commitment as members of the Executive Board
and we wish the newly elected Executive Board
good luck and every success for the future!

lssue 34, 3/2012(December)

This year’s winner delivered an impressive
presentation. Ms Mummert, an engineer working
in nuclear engineering and radiotherapy,
impressed the jury of scientists with the content of
her dissertation entitled ‘Examination of a
universal standard with regard to fire protection
measures for nuclear facilities in the areas of
decommissioning and disposal’. The new fire
protection concept requires compliance with
safety objectives in the planning of nuclear
facilities, including within the context of
international projects (such as waste treatment
plants, interim storage facilities). Ms Mummert not
only received top marks for her dissertation, she
was also part of a patent application surrounding
activities at NUKEM Technologies where she
works – a truly remarkable achievement. As a
result, the jury of the WiN Germany Award chose

9
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to present the prize to Ms Mummert.

deliver the presentation entitled "The Symbolic
World of the Royal Palace of Chosun Dynasty."
His presentation provided a cherish opportunity to

WiN Germany hopes to find more dedicated
candidates in the coming years and continue its
commitment to talented young scientists.

Events/Announcements


PIME – 17 – 20 February in Zurich,
Switzerland (workshop organised by WiN
Europe)



KONTEC 2013. 11th International
Symposium: 13 – 15 March, 2013 in
Dresden, Germany



WiN German-Swedish Bilateral Seminar:
25 – 26 April, 2013 in Lingen, Germany



Annual Meeting on Nuclear Technology:
14 – 16 May, 2013 in Berlin, Germany



WiN Global Conference: Autumn 2013 in
South Africa



We hope to participate at the WoMen
Power conference during the Hanover trade
fair in 2014 with a booth and a topical
workshop.

reminded us of the excellence of Korean culture
by learning about the history of the royal palace
and its symbolic meaning. Constituting a quorum
for a general meeting by 54 attendees and 67
delegations of authority, all procedures of the
General Meeting proceeded smoothly. The WiN
Korea Board Committee submitted the 2011
settlement of accounts and the 2012 provisional
settlement of accounts together with the
appointment of new terms for the President, Chair
of the Board, auditor and Board members for
approval. Dr. Se-Moon Park was re-elected for
her 3rd Presidential term. The outcomes of WiNK
activities during last year have also been reported.
A display corner of WiN Korea yearly activities
was also arranged.

WiN Korea
2012 WiN Korea General Assembly
The 12th General Meeting was successfully held
on Nov. 15th 2012, with WiNK executives and
about 60 members sponsored by the Ministry of
Education, Science and Technology. It began with
an opening speech by the President, Se-Moon
Park, and followed by two congratulatory remarks
from Mr. Youn-Ho Jung, the Chief Executive of
KAERI and from Mr. Byung-Guk Kang the
General Director of KHNP-CRI. They gave
messages of appreciation for WiNK's activities in
promoting nuclear knowledge and developing the
female workforce in the nuclear area. Additionally,
Mr. Kyun Heo, the Chief Executive of Korean Folk
Arts Institute was invited as a guest speaker to
lssue 34, 3/2012(December)

Contest after Participation of WiNK Mentoring
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Shin-Kori unit 1(commercial operation started
from February 2011) and unit 2 (commercial
operation from July 2012) are 1,000 MWe of
capacity each of Improved Korean Optimized
PWR (OPR1000) type.
The two units are built up 12 safety measures
after Fukushima accident such as the Passive
Hydrogen Removal Equipment, Mobile Electric
Power Generator Vehicle, External Emergency
Cooling water injection line, etc.

WiN Korea ran the mentoring program for 6
months from May 2012 to guide nuclear job
opportunity for university students. In total 19
mentors and 35 mentees participated. Mentoring
activity was quite active both on- and off-line.
After six months activity, the contest for all the
mentees was held to let them submit an essay
about their experience of the WiNK mentoring
program. Three were selected after evaluation
and awarded during 2012 WiN Korea General
Assembly.
2012 Korea-China-Japan
Forum in Nuclear Safety

Women

The Submerged Intake and Discharge System is
also built firstly in Korea, which will be expected to
reduce the effect from warm water.

Leaders

WiN Korea has co-organized 2012 Korea-ChinaJapan Women Leaders Forum in Nuclear Safety
hosted by the Korea Federation of Women's
Science and Technology Association on 12th
November 2012 in Seoul. WiN members; Junko
Ogawa, Se-Moon Park, Rena Lee and Youngil
Lee attended as panelists. ByungJoo Min
participated as a guest from Korea General
Assembly.

Tape Cutting Ceremony for Completion of Shin-Kori
Unit 1&2 (Se-Moon Park; first right)

Dr. Rena Lee awarded "This Year's Woman
Scientist Award"
Dr Rena Lee (Vice-President WiN Korea/
Professor Ewha Womans University) has been
awarded "This Year's Woman Scientist Award" on
30th Nov. 2012 in the Seoul Press Centre. This
award was established by the Ministry of
Education, Science & Technology" in 2001 to find
and encourage women scientists who have
contributed
to
science
and
technology
development. She was selected as a recipient in
the field of engineering through her research on
radiation exposure reduction technology from the
radiation medical video diagnostic devices.

Se-Moon Park; front first right, Junko Ogawa; front
fourth right ByungJoo Min; front center
Shin-Kori Units 1&2 Completion Ceremony
The completion celebration ceremony of Korean
21st and 22nd nuclear power reactors, Shin-Kori
units 1 and 2 has been held on 4th December
2012 in Shin-Kori nuclear power plant. Dr. SeMoon Park participated in the ceremony for a
tape-cutting and a memorial tree planting as WiN
President.
lssue 34, 3/2012(December)

WiN Morocco
Ms. Oum Keltoum Hakam (University Ibn Tofail
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Faculty of Sciences-Kenitra, Morocco) introduces
her experience to share with WiN members with
the PNS program and an article published in PNS
website (pns-state.net/news.html). She also had
the opportunity to meet U.S.WiN in a special
Dinner organized by PNS and CRDF-Global.
She said that it was a very successful meeting
where each one shared her professional
experience in nuclear field with the others. More
details are given at PNS website pnsstate.net/news4.html.

-

“Lessons learned from the Fukushima event
in 2011 – event presentation, impacts on the
environment and population, occupational
exposure and intervention people exposure”,
Florin Dumitru, Cernavoda NPP;

-

“Possibilities and limits of the administration of
stable iodine in emergencies”, Felicia Steliana
POPESCU, National Institute of Public Health;
I. CHIOSILA , SRRp;

-

“I.G.S.U. capabilities for successful response
to nuclear or radiological emergency”, Mihaela
MIHAILA, Valentin COMAN, G.I.E.S (I.G.S.U)
- General Inspectorate for Emergency
Situations;

-

“CNCAN - Part of the National System for
Emergency
Management”,
Petre
MIN,
CNCAN - National Commission for Nuclear
Activities Control;

-

“Emergency Management in CNE Cernavoda”,
Vasilica SIMIONESCU, Cernavoda NPP;

-

“National
environmental
monitoring
in
radiological emergency”, Elena SIMION,
ANPM - National Environmental Protection
Agency;

-

“Communication Management in Emergency”,
Luminita STANCIU, Cernavoda NPP.

PNS participants with U.S.WiN, Orlando, July 17th,
2012.

WiN Romania
th

On the 25 of October 2012, the Symposium on
"Public information and education for radiological
emergency" took place at the Minerva Hotel in
Bucharest.
The organizers of this event were the "Nuclear
Energy"
Romanian
Association
(AREN),
Romanian Society for Radiological Protection
(SRRp) and Romanian Women in Nuclear (WIN
Ro).
The Symposium started with welcome speeches
delivered by Mrs. Mihaela Stiopol - President of
WIN Ro and AREN, Mrs. Cristina Bucur – VicePresident of WIN Europe and Mr. Constantin Milu
– President of SRRp.
The
speakers
delivered
the
following
presentations:
-

The presentations offered the audience an
updated picture of the emergency preparedness
and response as implemented in the main
organizations involved in case of a radiological
emergency at both national level and at the
Romanian Nuclear Power Plant- Cernavoda NPP.
The Seminar concluded with a special session of
discussions where comments, questions and
answers on the provided presentations were
managed by moderators. The participants also
debated actual topics of interest such as: the
improvement of the co-operation between
different national authorities; ways of action for
avoiding unclear information to the public;
continuation of such forums where experts can
really contribute to the updating of the national
plan for emergency situations, etc.

“Radiological emergency and the new ICRP
recommendations”, Ph.D. Constantin MILU,
SRRp;
lssue 34, 3/2012(December)
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WIN Ro, as co-organizer of the meeting, was
pleased to receive conclusions and thanks from
the participants who appreciated the Symposium
as a successful event.

applications of ionizing radiation in medicine, and
beat out some of the research programs currently
open which probably could be a source of
important benefits to society in the future.
Finally, Manuel Toharia divided his presentation
into two parts. In the first one, he told the
audience what the radiations are, both ionizing
and non-ionizing radiation, and tried to demystify
them providing experiences and arguments
showing that we are surrounded by radiations but
they are part of a better way of life. The second
part of his speech stood for a balanced mix of
power generation, but with a greater commitment
by the society to be more efficient in the use of
energy resources.

WiN Spain
WiN Spain organizes a workshop on the uses
of ionizing radiation in Almansa
On November 8, Women in Nuclear Spain
organized a workshop in Almansa (Albacete),
entitled "Radiation, do you know how we use it?”
This activity represents an initiative that began in
2011 to inform the municipalities near Spanish
nuclear power plants on different uses of ionizing
radiation.
President of WiN Spain, Maribel Gomez, and the
Mayor of Almansa, Francisco Javier Núñez,
performed the opening ceremony. Both thanked
the speakers and attendees for being at the
conference and thus allow such acts to take place.
Marta Fernandez, member of WiN Spain and
Almansa native, led the workshop. It also had
great speakers with extensive knowledge and
experience in the field as: the director of
Cofrentes NPP, Felipe Galan; the head of the
Technical Services Unit of the same plant, José
Pedro Feijoó; Alegría Montoro, of the Radiation
Protection Service of a Valencia Hospital and also
member of WiN Spain; and Manuel Toharia,
Scientific Director at the City of Arts and Sciences
in Valencia.
Cofrentes director, Felipe Galan, presented the
main features of nuclear energy and said that he
considers nuclear energy an important part in
solving some of the energy problems that arise for
present and future.
Then José Pedro Feijoó explained a matter of
great interest to the public: the stress tests carried
out at the nuclear power plants after Fukushima
accident, explaining the actions taken in Cofrentes
NPP, and stressing the importance that the
lessons learned from an event like the one of
Fukushima NPP has to the nuclear industry.
In the third place, Alegría Montoro made a
comprehensive and detailed review of the medical
lssue 34, 3/2012(December)

WiN Spain offers a
radiations in Cáceres

lecture

on

ionizing

As part of the 38th Annual Meeting of the Spanish
Nuclear Society, Women in Nuclear (WiN) Spain
has organized a conference with a informative
purpose. WiN Spain participates every year in this
Annual Meeting of the Spanish Nuclear Society
and, this year, they offered a lecture about two
applications of ionizing radiations: in medicine and
food industry. In addition, the conference had two
main novelties compared to previous editions: it
was open to the public and that it was held off-site
in which took place the Annual Meeting of the
SNE. Specifically, it was held at the Chamber of
Commerce of Cáceres (at the region of
Extremadura), located in the city center, with the
aim that the neighbors could easily approach.
The first speaker was Jose Manuel Ordiales,
Specialist of Radiophysics Area at a Hospital of
Extremadura, who explained what the ionizing
radiations are and how radiation is used in
13
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medicine, to both diagnose and treat disease.
In a second place Magdalena Gálvez, Ph.D. in
Veterinary Chemistry from the Universidad
Complutense of Madrid, related how ionizing
radiation can be applied in the food industry or in
other fields, such as sterilization of products for
using them in laboratories, and how this practice
reports benefits to society.
Among the activities of the 38th Annual Meeting of
the Spanish Nuclear Society, WiN Spain also
participated in the Technical Session of
Communication. Here, the President of WiN Spain,
Maribel Gomez, explained to attendants the main
activities in communication that the association
has done during the past year.
In the days that took place the Annual Meeting,
the magazine Avuelapluma published an opinion
written by the President of WiN Spain with the title
"The importance of the communication in the
nuclear world."

Since the Republic of Turkey, as a newcomer in
nuclear power, launches the country's current
nuclear power programme (*) it was also decided
that NUKAD must take more active steps in the
area of communication in all aspects of nuclear
energy. The group decided to undertake major
steps of developing NUKAD's short and mediumterm action plan. The work plan should outline in
public view the prospects of nuclear technology
for the sustainable development of Turkey. Next
step of the activity plan in 2013 will
involve introductory visits of NUKAD to directors,
heads various key sectors and stakeholders.
Background: WIN Turkey, was established some
years ago, following the receipt of invitation by B.
Gül Göktepe, from the founders of WIN Global in
London including Agneta Rising, during WNA
Annual Meeting in 2000. NUKAD started off as a
small group of nuclear scientists working in
Ç ekmece Nuclear Research Center, in Istanbul,
however the group is reorganizing and
restructuring recently with the participation of new
members.
The current number of WiN members is now
approaching almost one hundred.
The spectrum of members consists of
professionals working at the Atomic Energy as
well as Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources,
Electricity Generation Co, private sector and
academicians from universities in Ankara, Istanbul,
Izmir, Antalya, Adana, all involved in nuclear
research and applications in various areas of the
peaceful uses of nuclear energy.
Photos attached from NUKAD executive meetings
in Istanbul and in Ankara, 2012
*The current energy planning of the Ministry of
Energy and Natural Resources of Turkey aims to
achieve the 10% of electricity generation from
th
nuclear power plants in 2023, which is the 100
anniversary of Turkish Republic. Nuclear target
involves 8 units to be operated and 4 units to be
under construction by 2023. Akkuyu NPP (4800
MW) and Sinop NPP (5000 MW) Akkuyu NPP,
contractor Rosatom is under development with
BOO model.

WiN Turkey
WIN TURKEY (NUKAD) is expanding
NUKAD is re-establishing a new dynamic
programme following the group meetings in
Istanbul and Ankara.
The main objective of NUKAD is to strengthen
communication and cooperation between the
members.
Following group meetings in Ankara and in
Istanbul, the mission of NUKAD is set as to
communicate more effectively and in a
transparent manner with the members of various
scientific and technical communities as well as
public and media on nuclear issues.
lssue 34, 3/2012(December)
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An e-mail from Venezuela is introduced as follows.
Dear Win Colleagues:
First of all I’d like to apologize for the unauthorized
use of logo, but I feel it´s as mine as of anyone of
yours.
A Venezuelan chapter does not exist yet, but one
of my dreams for 2013 is to start one. I don´t
really know if it would be only a Venezuelan
chapter or a South American Chapter, gathering
all the countries that are out of our scope yet. But
in any case I would like to have your support to
face this challenge.
For Venezuela only, we are a blessed zone on the
planet that hasn´t had the need of nuclear power
plants to produce electricity, due to the water
richness we have. But in this young century we
have had to face challenges that we never had
before, due to the climatic change. This made us
think to open a new branch for power production
as well as to rationalize power consumption.
But far from this need, due to the economic issue,
we need to face nuclear facilities, mostly for
human
health
reasons.
Bringing
home
radioisotopes for diagnostic or therapeutics goals
from anywhere around the world, is harder day by
day. And at this time there is a solely cyclotron
producing a solely 18F in only 2 batch a day, with
a growing need of PET studies, and a large
amount of people wanting to starts PET facilities
as well as other health related radiation uses.
It´s why we are planning to start a new cyclotron
facility in 2013 (our second in the country) and I
would like you to be in contact with us for our
advances.
This new cyclotron would have all its targets to
produce all the isotopes it can: 11C, 13N, 15O, 18
F, opening a wide new paramount of uses in
Nuclear Medicine, making this specialty to
explode in all directions, reaching, neurology,
psychiatry, cardiology as well as the known
oncology, making brighter our worldwide known
medicine quality.
In Venezuela there are more women in physics
tasks than men, well--- as in any other aspect of
our daily life, so I hope projects like this will help
us to start a small local chapter of WIN.
Let this be our Santa´s Letter for 2012, and to all

Suprise cake to celebrate first NUKAD meeting in
Ankara

NUKAD Istanbul Meeting, February

NUKAD, 1th Ankara Meeting, March

NUKAD 2nd Ankara Meeting, November 2012

WiN Venezuela
lssue 34, 3/2012(December)
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Q1: I have a question which relates to the
communication with the people who are still living
on site. What is TEPCO or the Japanese
government doing in order to communicate? How
are you involving the local stakeholders? One of
the issues which really confuses people, is to get
different information. And you have to be
consistent with information which is provided to
the public. How do you ensure that the same
information is being spread. And how do you
ensure that you reach the right people, who, in the
end, have to live in contaminated areas?

of you I send warm regards and best wishes for
this holiday season, from Venezuela.
Love you all,
REINA

CELEBRATING SUCCESS
Dr. Rena Lee been awarded "This Year's
Woman Scientist Award" in Korea

A1: Ministry of the Environment and Fukushima
prefecture established the Decontaminating
Information Plaza in front of Fukushima station.
The Decontaminating Information Plaza is
supported by Japan Atomic Energy Agency and
Atomic Energy Society of Japan. The Plaza is
playing two roles. One is to deliver the information
about decontaminating including the basic
knowledge and the special support information.
The other is dispatch-of-experts, to a movable
exhibition, and a spot seminar.

Dr Rena Lee (Vice-President
WiN Korea/ Professor Ewha
Womans University) has been
awarded "This Year's Woman
Scientist Award" on 30th Nov.
2012 in in Korea. She was
selected as a recipient in the
field of engineering through her many years of
research iinto radiation exposure reduction
technology from the radiation medical video
diagnostic devices.

Q2: Right now what is the main source of power
to the plants? Reconnection to the grid somehow,
or something local?
A2: Electricity in Japan is usually provided by the
specific electric power company which is located
in the area. Electricity for Fukushima prefecture is
provided by Tohoku Electric Power Company.
However, the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power
plants were TEPCO’s facilities. Now, Fukushima
Daiichi has been reconnected to the grid of
Tohoku Electric Power Company. So the plants
can receive power to carry out the cooling of the
damaged facilities.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS
 PIME – 17 – 20 February in Zurich, Switzerland
(workshop organised by WiN Europe)
 2013 WiN Global Congress – 5 -11 October in
South Africa

Q3: How do you manage the difference between
the theoretical evacuation “circle” and in fact, the
contaminated area, that’s like a line?

TECHNICAL PAPERS
WiN-Japan has sent answers of some questions,
which were asked at the WiN-Global Congress in
Kalmar, Sweden, May 2012.
lssue 34, 3/2012(December)

A3: According to the Guidance for the Prevention
of Nuclear Accidents by the Nuclear Safety
Commission, evacuation from an accident in a
nuclear facility is as below.
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(1) When an effective dose due to the external
radiation exposure is from 10 to 50mSv, people
should stay indoors.
(2) When an effective dose due to the external
radiation exposure is over 50mSv, people should
evacuate to another place.
Following this guidance, the nuclear emergency
response headquarters set a refuge policy just
after the accident.
(1) People who live in the range of a radius of
20km from Fukushima Daiichi should evacuate to
another place.
(2) People who live in the range of a radius over
50km from Fukushima Daiichi should stay indoors.
However when Fukushima Daiichi Unit 2 released
radioactive materials on March 15, 2011, the wind
blew from the south-southeast and carried the
radioactive materials in a linear pattern, not a
circle.
Then on April 22, the nuclear emergency
response headquarters set evacuation zones with
consideration of the climate conditions and the
geographical condition.
Now the headquarters has reset the evacuation
zones as below, because more than one year has
passed since the accident.
Q4: I know that in your country all of the nuclear
power plants are stopped. Do you think there is
any problem? I mean can you endure the summer
season without any nuclear power plant operation?

Source;
http://www.meti.go.jp/english/earthquake/nuclear/r
oadmap/index.html

A4: Each electric power company should make a
supply-and-demand projection of electric power
according to the Electric Utility Law.
In the case of TEPCO, with the new power supply
installations currently being carried out, the
electricity supply was estimated to be 57.86 GW
in July and 57.71 GW in August in 2012.

lssue 34, 3/2012(December)

The electricity demand was estimated to be 53.6
GW (assuming regular summer temperature) to
55.2 GW (assuming an extremely hot summer as
in 2010), taking into account the effectiveness of
electricity saving, for which TEPCO was asking
their customers since last year. Based on this
estimate, reserved electricity of 2.5 GW (4.5 % of
all electricity supply) would be secured even in an
extremely hot summer, which would ensure stable
electricity supply. TEPCO appreciated the
continuing support in saving electricity within
reasonable levels.
In the case of Kansai Electric Power Company
(KEPCO), regarding the supply and demand
projection of the summer in 2012, although people
17
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got into the habit of saving electricity, people had
to save additional 15% of electricity from the
second half of July to the end of August.
WiN-Japan provides the current and updated
information at the web site. Please see the WiNJapan
home
page.
http://www.winjapn.org/english/index.html

President’s Corner
I wish you all a very Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year!

Women in Nuclear Global, c/o World Nuclear Association
Carlton House, 22a St. James’s Square
London, SW1Y 4JH, United Kingdom
www.win-global.org
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